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ABSTRACT This paper presents a reliable digital watermarking technique that provides high
imperceptibility and robustness for copyright protection using an optimal discrete cosine transform (DCT)
psychovisual threshold. An embedding process in this watermarking technique utilizes certain frequency
regions of DCT, such that insertion of watermark bits causes the least image distortion. Thus, the optimal
psychovisual threshold is determined to embed the watermark in the host image for the best image quality.
During the insertion of watermark bits into the certain frequencies of the image, watermark bits are not
directly inserted into the frequency coefficient; rather, the certain coefficients are modified based on some
rules to construct the watermarked image. The embedding frequencies are determined by using modified
entropy finding large redundant areas. Furthermore, the watermark is scrambled before embedding to provide
an additional security. In order to verify the proposed technique, our technique is tested under several
signal processing and geometric attacks. The experimental results show that our technique achieves higher
invisibility and robustness than the existing schemes. The watermark extraction produces high image quality
after different types of attacks.

INDEX TERMS Image watermarking, modified entropy, embedding scheme, extraction scheme,
psychovisual threshold.

I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid growth of internet technology, illegal copy,
transmission and distribution of digital multimedia become
an important security issue. This issue motivates for devel-
oping a solution for image authentication and copyright pro-
tection. Digital watermarking considered as an alternative
solution to prevent illegal copy has drawn widespread atten-
tion [1]. The watermark insertion and extraction may be done
by the owner to ensure and verify its ownership and authen-
ticity by using digital watermarking process. In general,
watermarking can be done either in spatial domain in which
watermarks are embedded in the image pixels directly or in
frequency domain where the watermark is inserted in the
frequencies obtained by frequency transformation of the
image [2]. Robustness in the spatial domain is a major issue
as it is easy to identify the watermark inserted in the spatial
domain [3]. Watermarking techniques based on frequency
domains with the transformations such as Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) and
Integer Discrete Wavelet Transform (IDWT) have been used
in last decade due to high robustness and imperceptibility.

However, DWT and IDWT require a large computational
complexity.

A reliable digital watermarking technique needs to satisfy
certain properties [4], [5] such as imperceptibility, robustness,
undetectable, security and blind extraction. The embedded
watermark into the host image should produce less dis-
tortion such that the watermark effect cannot be detected
by the human visual system. The watermarking techniques
should ensure the quality closer to the original host images.
Watermarks must withstand the common signal process-
ing and geometrical attacks e.g., filtering, noise addition,
image compression, size change, cropping and change of
pixel values. Due to the limited size of the watermark that
can be embedded into a host image, a binary watermark is
the best choice. The purpose of a watermarking technique
is to secure the watermark inside the image such that the
watermark is extremely difficult to be found and destroyed
by attackers. A blind watermarking technique provides an
independent watermark recovery without referring to the
original host image. It is challenging to develop a blind
watermarking technique that is robust and imperceptible
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with a good security property and less computational
complexity.

II. RELATED WORK
To enhance the robustness and imperceptibility of the water-
marked images, researchers nowadays work on the hybrid
watermarking techniques based on frequency and matrix
decomposition [6]–[8]. In the watermarking scheme pro-
posed in [9] and [10], a watermark is embedded into the
frequency coefficients with scaling factors. This scheme pro-
vides a good level of robustness to the recovered watermark
under different types of attacks; however, the imperceptibility
of the watermarked image needs to be improved.

Many research works have been conducted on image
watermarking techniques. In 2011, Lai’s scheme [7] pre-
sented a novel watermarking method based on the human
visual system with singular value decomposition (SVD) of
DCT matrix B of the image, i.e., B = UTDV where U and
V are the orthogonal matrices and D is a diagonal matrix.
A binary watermark image is embedded into the host image
by modifying U orthogonal matrix. Specifically, the water-
mark bits are inserted by modifying U3,1 and U4,1 coeffi-
cients from the hybrid DCT-SVD. This scheme reportedly
provides better performance in terms of robustness under
noise addition, histogram equalization, scale and Gaussian
low-pass filter. While the watermark embedding capacity is
still insufficient, the robustness of watermarked image needs
to be enhanced.

Roy and Pal [11] proposed a watermarking scheme that
embeds multiple watermark bits in the middle band coeffi-
cients following a zig-zag order. This method can produce
better robustness under noise addition, JPEG compression,
and sharpening. This scheme performs sequential embedding
process from left-corner to the right, from top to bottom. The
diversity of embedded block regions needs to be improved,
such that the watermark image is difficult to be recovered.
In this scheme, 22 coefficients are modified in the middle
frequency band of DCT. This scheme provides a large embed-
ding capacity which is about 11 bits for each block, which
results in significant distortion in quality of the watermarked
image.

Das et al. [12] presented a blind watermarking based on
the inter-block coefficient correlation. This scheme embeds a
watermark image according to the different adjacent blocks.
This technique provides better robustness under JPEG com-
pression than the other techniques. However, the robustness
of the watermarked image against noise addition, Gaussian
filter and sharpening needs to be improved.

Singh and Singh [13] proposed a watermarking technique
where the watermark image is split into two parts – one with
the most significant bits and the other with the least signif-
icant bits. Then the watermark is embedded by modifying
the singular values of DWT-SVD. The watermark cannot
be perfectly extracted even under no attack. Furthermore,
the technique provides weak robustness under histogram
equalization.

Islam and Laskar [14] presented a watermarking scheme
based on lifting wavelet transform (LWT) and singular value
decomposition (SVD). The selected third-level LWT of the
sub-band HL3 is divided into 2 × 2 non-overlapping blocks
for embedding the watermark bits. This scheme has a lim-
ited watermark capacity of 1024 bits. Furthermore, there is
no option to select embedding locations due to the limited
capacity. Their scheme produces the average PSNR values
of 43 dB.

A watermark logo with a binary image is able to produce
less distortion in the watermarked image than a grayscale
watermark or a color watermark. A color watermark has
been used in several watermarking schemes [15]. A color
watermark provides larger information capacity that signifi-
cantly affects the imperceptibility of the watermarked image.
Therefore, a minimum number of bits in a binary water-
mark is important to produce a higher invisibility of the
watermarked images. Many watermarking schemes have
introduced the binary watermark logo as copyright informa-
tion [16]. A scrambled binary watermark provides extra secu-
rity for image watermarking. It ensures that only the owners
or authorized body can extract the watermark from the host
image. It is challenging to develop a watermarking scheme
that provides an improved robustness and quality of thewater-
marked images with less distortion and extra security.

This paper presents a new embedding technique by exam-
ining certain DCT coefficients in the middle frequency based
on a psychovisual threshold. Embedding regions are deter-
mined based on the lowest modified entropy value of the
image blocks. The lowest modified entropy value indicates
the highest redundant image information. Binary water-
mark bits are scrambled before they are embedded into
the selected coefficients. The proposed technique has been
tested under different types of attacks. Test results have been
verified with other schemes in terms of Normalized cross-
Correlation (NC) and Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index.
This paper is organized as follows. Modified entropy for
representing visual characteristics is described in Section II.
The watermark embedding and extraction algorithms are pre-
sented in Section III. Experimental results are provided in
Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section V.

III. HUMAN VISUAL CHARACTERISTICS
Visual entropy and edge entropy considering human visual
characteristics provide the most significant part of the host
image to embed a watermark [7]. Thus, visual entropy and
edge entropy can be used to select the region of embedding
blocks. Entropy values indicate less distortion areas that are
suitable for watermark embedding as these areas do not have
significant distortion effect in the host image. Combination
entropy and edge entropy can be used to select the significant
embedding watermark. The modified entropy of an N -state is
defined by:

Ep = −
N∑
i=1

pi exp (1− pi)+ pi log2(pi)
2

(1)
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where pi denotes the occurrence probability of i-th pixel with
0 ≤ pi ≤ 1 and 1−pi represents the uncertainty or ignorance
of the pixel value.

FIGURE 1. DCT psychovisual threshold.

FIGURE 2. Selected DCT coefficient pairs based on the psychovisual
threshold.

IV. PSYCHOVISUAL THRESHOLD
Referring to the psychovisual threshold [17]–[27], the gaps
between the psychovisual threshold and minimum quantiza-
tion values of JPEG compression can be utilized to embed
the watermarks. These gaps can be noticed between the curve
marked with squares and the curve marked with triangles as
shown in Figure 1 which plots the reconstruction errors E
of DCT psychovisual threshold, maximum quantization and
minimumquantization values, over the frequency order s. The
DCT coefficients are arranged in a zig-zag order as shown
in Figure 2. Considering the gap between the psychovisual
threshold (the curve marked with squares) and the mini-
mum quantization value (the curve marked with triangles)
in the frequency order between 4 and 5, some coefficients
are selected for watermark embedding. These gaps can be
measured as follows:

QG = Qpsy − Qmin (2)

where QG denotes the gap between the reconstruction errors,
Qpsy and Qmin in which Qpsy represents the error with DCT
psychovisual threshold and Qmin indicates the error with the
minimum quantization. The DCT coefficients are selected in
the lower frequencies. The selected coefficients are ordered
into a vector of coefficients as shown in Figure 3. We assume
that those locations provide less distortion and more robust-
ness under image compression attacks.

FIGURE 3. Selected coefficient pairs for embedding watermark.

This experiment uses two thresholds: α and β, where α
denotes a threshold for the first coefficient and β represents
a threshold for the second coefficient. The thresholds α and
β are set as negative or positive values based on the certain
condition as given in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Setup of Threshold Values
Input: T,A
Output: α, β

1 for x = 0 to 2
2 if (A(2x) < 0) then
3 α = -T;
4 else
5 α = T;
6 end (if)
7 if (A(2x+1) < 0) then
8 β = -T;
9 else
10 β = T;
11 end (if)
12 end (for)

In the algorithm, T represents a threshold value obtained
from the trade-off between the imperceptibility and robust-
ness of the watermarked image under JPEG compression. T is
measured based on the relationship between SSIM and NC
values. Based on the experimental results, we find an optimal
threshold T for Lai’s scheme [7] and our proposed technique
as shown in Figures 4 and 5. We find an optimal threshold
forU orthogonal matrix from the hybrid DCT-SVD as 0.016;
and the middle DCT coefficient as about 20.

A. EMBEDDING ALGORITHMS
Watermark embedding process is described in Figure 6 and
Algorithm 2. Referring to Figure 6, a host image is divided
into non-overlapping blocks of 8×8 pixels. Embedding
blocks are selected based on the modified entropy values. The
number of selected blocks is considered to be the same as the
number of watermark pixels. In this research, we use a binary
watermark with the size 32×32 pixels. Therefore, 1024 of
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FIGURE 4. Trade-off between SSIM and NC values for Lai’s scheme [7].

FIGURE 5. Trade-off between SSIM and NC values for the proposed
technique.

4096 blocks are selected to embed the watermark logo. In the
algorithm 2, watermarks are embedded in the frequency
coefficients of each selected block of an image using the
technique given in step 8. Note that for x = 0, 1, and 2, A(2x)
represents A (0), A(2), A (4) and A(2x + 1) denotes A (1),
A(3), A(5), respectively as shown in Figure 3. α and β present
variant thresholds for watermark embedding. If A(y) < 0, for
y = 0, 1, . . . , 5, the threshold value is negative; otherwise,
the threshold is positive as given in Algorithm 1.

The locations of watermark embedding are stored to
determine the selected blocks during watermark extraction.
Selected blocks based on modified entropy are chosen which
has large redundant data. Attackers may identify the selected
block, while theywill find it difficult to identify the scrambled
watermark.

B. EXTRACTION ALGORITHMS
Watermark extraction process is described in Figure 7 and
Algorithm 3.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this experiment, a binary logo image with 32×32 pixels
is used as a watermark. The logo is scrambled by Arnold

Algorithm 2 Embedding Watermark
Input: Host image; watermark; threshold (α and β)
Pre-processing:
Step 1: The cover image of size M × N is divided into

8× 8 non-overlapping blocks.
Step 2: Modified entropy for each non-overlapping block

is computed by Equation (1).
Step 3: Blocks that have lowest modified entropy values

are selected and their x and y coordinates are
saved.

Step 4: The binary watermark is scrambled using Arnold
chaotic map

Step 5: Selected blocks are converted into frequencies
using DCT.

Step 6: DCT coefficients are converted into a vector by
using zig-zag order as shown in Figure 2.

Step 7: Certain coefficients based on the psychovisual
threshold as shown in Figure 3 are selected.
bf Watermark embedding:

Step 8: Each bit of binary watermark is embedded
according to the rules as follows:

U = 1;
for x = 0 to 2

if U <= length(Watermark) then
if Watermark (U) = 1 then

if (|A(2x)| < |A(2x+1)|) then
C = A(2x);
A(2x) = A(2x+1)+β;
A(2x+1) = C;

else
A(2x) = A(2x)+α;
A(2x+1) = A(2x+1);

end (if)
else

if (|A(2x)| < |A(2x+1)|) then
A(2x) = A(2x)+β;
A(2x+1) = A(2x+1);

else
C = A(2x);
A(2x) = A(2x+1);
A(2x+1) =C+α;

end (if)
end (if)
U = U+1;

end (if)
end (for)
for x = 0, 1, and 2,A(2x) represents A(0), A(2) and A(4)
and A(2x + 1) denotes A(1), A(3) and A(5). α and β present
variant threshold for watermark embedding. If A(2x) < 0
or A(2x + 1) < 0, the threshold value is negative, otherwise
the threshold is positive.
Post-processing:

Step 9: The modified values of the vector are set into the
two-dimensional matrix in Figure 2.

Step 10: The inverse DCT on each selected block is
performed.

Step 11: The modified selected blocks are merged to
reconstruct the watermarked image.

Output: Watermarked image containing a logo
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FIGURE 6. Schematic block diagram of the proposed technique for watermark insertion.

Algorithm 3Watermark Extraction
Input: Watermarked image; locations (x and y coordin-

ates) of the selected blocks; Threshold (α and β)
Pre-processing:
Step 1: x and y coordinates stored during watermark

insertion are used to extract the watermark.
Each selected block is transformed using DCT.

Step 2: Each DCT block-based is converted into a
vector using zig-zag order.

Watermark extraction:
Step 3: Certain coefficients as shown in Figure 3 are

selected. Each watermark bit is recovered
according to the following rule as follows:
if Ak < Ak+1 for k = 0,2,4 then
watermark bit =1,
else
watermark bit =0.
end (if)

Post-processing after embedding:

Step 4: The scrambled binary watermark is inversed by
Arnold chaotic map to obtain the original
watermark.

Output: Watermark recovery

chaotic map to provide additional security as demonstrated
in Figure 8. Our technique has been investigated with nine
grayscale images [28] of size 512×512 pixels as shown
in Figure 9.

The proposed technique is tested under different types of
attacks such as average filter, Wiener filter, median filter,
Gaussian low pass, Gaussian noise, speckle noise, pepper
and salt noise, sharpening, Poisson noise, adjust, histogram
equalization attack, cropping, scaling, jpeg compression and
combination attacks. The performance of our technique is
evaluated by imperceptibility and robustness. Imperceptibil-
ity is measured by Absolute Reconstruction Error (ARE)
defined by:

ARE =
1
MN

M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

|g(i, j)− f (i, j)| (3)

PSNR = 10 log10
2552

1
MN

M−1∑
i=0

N−1∑
j=0

(g(i, j)− f (i, j))2
(4)

where g(i, j) denotes the pixel value of the original
image and f (i, j) implies the pixel value of the com-
pressed image. The imperceptibility of the proposed tech-
nique is measured by Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index
defined as:

SSIM (x, y) = [l(x, y)]α · [c(x, y)]β · [s(x, y)]γ (5)

where α > 0, β > 0, γ > 0, are parameters
which can be adjusted to signify their relative importance.
Robustness of our technique has been evaluated by Nor-
malized Cross-Correlation (NC) and Bit Error Rate (BER)
after applying different types of attacks. NC and BER are
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FIGURE 7. Schematic block diagram of the proposed technique for watermark extraction.

FIGURE 8. (a) Binary watermark, (b) Scrambled watermark.

FIGURE 9. (a) Lena, (b) Cameraman, (c) Boat, (d) Sailboat, (e) Airplane,
(f) Pepper (g) Baboon, (h) Livingroom, (i) Man images.

defined as

NC =

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

W (i, j).W ∗(i, j)√
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

W (i, j)2
M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

W ∗(i, j)2
(6)

FIGURE 10. The imperceptibility for different images.

TABLE 1. Watermarked image quality.

BER =

M∑
i=1

N∑
j=1

W (i, j)⊕W ∗(i, j)

M × N
(7)

where W ∗(i, j) is the extracted watermark and the W (i, j)
is the original watermark. M and N denote the row and
column sizes. A trade-off between imperceptibility (SSIM)
and robustness (NC) is used to determine the threshold value.
The experimental results of our scheme are given in Table 1.
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Referring to Table 1, our scheme has been verified by ARE
and SSIM values that demonstrate less distortion and higher
imperceptibility of the watermarked images. The PSNR val-
ues of the proposed scheme for different images are presented
in Figure 10. Simulation results show that our proposed
technique outperforms other existing schemes e.g., Lai’s
scheme [7].

Our technique is tested under different types of signal
processing attacks and compared to other existing schemes.
The results of NC values of the extracted watermarks under
image processing attacks are depicted in Figure 11. The
experimental results show that our technique possesses strong
resistance to noise addition and filtering process.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of NC values between Lai’s scheme and the
proposed technique under image processing attacks.

TABLE 2. Comparison of NC values among the proposed scheme and
existing schemes [7], [11], [12] under different types of attack for
watermarked Lena image.

Different NC values of the proposed technique and other
existing schemes are listed in Tables 2 and 3 for comparison.
In the table, NC values after simulated JPEG compression,
median filter, salt & pepper, Gaussian noise and combi-
national attack between salt & pepper and median filter
are presented. We note that Lai’s scheme [7] produces a
good robustness under image compression. Roy scheme [11]

TABLE 3. Comparison of NC values among the proposed scheme and
existing schemes [13], [14] under different types of attack for
watermarked Lena image.

FIGURE 12. Comparison of NC values between Lai’s scheme and the
proposed technique under geometrical attacks.

TABLE 4. Different types of geometrical attack.

provides better NC value against salt & pepper. However,
this scheme does not withstand Gaussian noise attack and
histogram equalization. Das scheme [12] provided good
NC values under different types of attacks, but still needs
to be improved. The proposed method has an average NC =
1
under histogram equalization and NC= 0.9854 under median
filter. The proposed scheme is also compared to the scheme
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TABLE 5. Comparison of NC values between Lai’s scheme and our scheme under signal processing attacks.
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TABLE 6. Comparison of NC values between Lai’s scheme and our scheme under geometrical attacks.
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FIGURE 13. Comparison of NC values between Lai’s scheme and the
proposed technique against JPEG compression.

FIGURE 14. Comparison of BER values between Lai’s scheme and the
proposed technique against JPEG compression.

of Singh and Singh [13], where our scheme provides higher
robustness and our scheme achieves NC = 1 under image
sharpening. Robustness of the Islam-Laskar scheme is higher
when the watermarked image is compressed with a quality
factor (QF) less than 50, while our scheme achieves better
robustness when the watermarked image is compressed with
a QF more than 50.

Overall, the proposed technique is superior to other
schemes in terms of imperceptibility and NC values of
extracted watermarks.

Experimental results show that our technique outper-
forms other existing schemes especially under Gaussian
noise, median filter and histogram equalization in terms
of robustness. It can be checked that our technique pro-
duces slightly similar robustness under image compression
attacks. The results of the proposed schemewith Lai’s scheme
under different types of geometrical attacks are presented
in Figure 12 for comparison while Table 4 describes the
details of the geometrical attacks used for the tests. Our
scheme is tested under different types of cropping and scaling
attacks. In case of a scaling attack, the watermarked image
is scaled by 0.8 and 0.25. In order to extract the watermark,
the watermarked image needs to be rescaled or corrected.

TABLE 7. Comparison of NC values between Lai’s scheme and our
scheme under geometrical attacks.
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FIGURE 15. Result under different types of attacks and recovered watermark from Lena image (a) Average Filter (3,3) (b) Wiener
Filter (3,3) (c) Median Filter (3,3) (d) Gaussian Low Pass Filter (3,3) (e) Gaussian Noise (var = 0.001) (f) Speckle Noise (var = 0.003)
(g) Pepper and Salt Noise (density = 0.01) (h) Sharpening (i) Poisson Noise (j) Adjust (k) Histogram Equalization Attack (l) Centred
Cropping 50% (256×256 by black) (m) Centred Cropping 50% (256×256 by white) (n) Cropping rows off 25% (128 rows by black)
(o) Cropping columns off 25% (128 columns by black) (p) Scaling 0.8 (q) JPEG with QF = 40 (r) JPEG with QF = 50 (s) Combination
Pepper & Salt (density = 0.003) and Median Filter (3,3) (t) Combination JPEG with QF = 50 and Centre Cropping 25%.
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FIGURE 16. Result under different types of attacks and recovered watermark from Cameraman image (a) Average Filter (3,3) (b) Wiener
Filter (3,3) (c) Median Filter (3,3) (d) Gaussian Low Pass Filter (3,3) (e) Gaussian Noise (var = 0.001) (f) Speckle Noise (var = 0.003)
(g) Pepper and Salt Noise (density = 0.01) (h) Sharpening (i) Poisson Noise (j) Adjust (k) Histogram Equalization Attack (l) Centred
Cropping 50% (256×256 by black) (m) Centred Cropping 50% (256×256 by white) (n) Cropping rows off 25% (128 rows by black)
(o) Cropping columns off 25% (128 columns by black) (p) Scaling 0.8 (q) JPEG with QF = 40 (r) JPEG with QF = 50 (s) Combination
Pepper & Salt (density = 0.003) and Median Filter (3,3) (t) Combination JPEG with QF = 50 and Centre Cropping 25%.
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FIGURE 17. Result under different types of attacks and recovered watermark i rom Airplane image (a) Average Filter (3,3) (b) Wiener
Filter (3,3) (c) Median Filter (3,3) (d) Gaussian Low Pass Filter (3,3) (e) Gaussian Noise (var = 0.001) (f) Speckle Noise (var = 0.003)
(g) Pepper and Salt Noise (density = 0.01) (h) Sharpening (i) Poisson Noise (j) Adjust (k) Histogram Equalization Attack (l) Centred
Cropping 50% (256×256 by black) (m) Centred Cropping 50% (256×256 by white) (n) Cropping rows off 25% (128 rows by black)
(o) Cropping columns off 25% (128 columns by black) (p) Scaling 0.8 (q) JPEG with QF = 40 (r) JPEG with QF = 50 (s) Combination
Pepper & Salt (density = 0.003) and Median Filter (3,3) (t) Combination JPEG with QF = 50 and Centre Cropping 25%.
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TABLE 8. Comparison of NC values between Lai’s scheme and our scheme under image compression.
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TABLE 9. Comparison of visual perception between Lai’s scheme and our scheme under different types of attacks.

Referring to Figure 12, our technique produces slightly higher
NC values than Lai’s scheme. Thus, the proposed technique
proves that the diagonal frequency order based on the psycho-

visual threshold can better defend different types of attacks.
The proposed technique proves the supremacy over the

existing techniques in terms of adding noise, median filter,
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low-pass filter, histogram equalization, cropping and scaling.
Furthermore, our scheme produces smaller NC values for
image translation and rotation. Our scheme exhibits a
weak robustness against rotation and translation of images.
Our scheme is also tested under JPEG compression with
different quality factors. The robustness of the proposed tech-
nique under JPEG compression is displayed in Figure 13.
It can be noticed that the proposed technique performs better
than the existing Lai’s scheme under JPEG compression for
different quality factors. With the extreme compression by
a quality factor of 10, our technique can produce an NC
value of 0.7.

Figure 14 demonstrates the comparison BER values
between our technique and Lai’s scheme for different quality
factors. The figure shows that the proposed technique pro-
duces less bit error rate than Lai’s scheme under JPEG com-
pression in the range of quality factors between 40 and 90.
By using standard image compression with a quality factor
of 50, our scheme produces insignificant bit error rate.

Lai’s scheme [7] produces good imperceptibility and
requires less computation, but does not possess strong robust-
ness property under different attacks. On the other hand, our
technique shows better PSNR and SSIM values with smaller
error reconstruction and bit error rate. Our scheme also has
less computation complexity due to DCT’s advantages such
as energy compaction properties and it is easy to be imple-
mented. The visual perception of the extracted watermark
under different types of image-processing and geometrical
attacks is presented in Figures 14, 15 and 16. Our technique
has a limitation against Poisson noise, i.e., the visual per-
ception of the extracted watermark can be destroyed by this
noise.Moreover, human eye still can recognize thewatermark
information. The proposed technique performs well under
combinatorial attacks such as JPEG compression with image
cropping. It reveals that our technique can, not only withstand
a single attack, but also subjugate multiple attacks. The visual
perception in Figures 14, 15 and 16 demonstrates that the
proposed scheme produces a high watermark quality after
different types of attacks.

Detailed results of NC and BER values under different
types of attacks are listed in Tables 5-8 using the proposed
technique and Lai’s scheme for three different images – Lena,
Cameraman and Airplane. Table 5 presents the results under
image processing attacks e.g., noise addition, image filter,
median filter, image sharpening, image adjustment and his-
togram equalization. Tables 6 and 7 provide the results for dif-
ferent types of geometrical attacks. Table 8 lists the results for
image compression with JPEG and JPEG2000. Table 9 shows
the comparison of visual perception of extracted watermarks
between Lai’s scheme and our scheme under different types
of attacks.

The experimental results show that the proposed tech-
nique outperforms Lai’s scheme in the aspect of robustness
under image processing, geometrical and image compression
attacks which can be duly verified by NC and BER values.
However, the performance on resisting rotational attacks is

not satisfactory. This issue will be further considered in the
future work. Overall, it can be stated that our technique is
more effective in terms of imperceptibility and robustness
than the existing schemes.

VI. CONCLUSION
This paper presents a new embedding technique for image
watermarking based on the psychovisual threshold. The
watermark bits are embedded by examining the psychovi-
sual threshold on the selected middle-frequency coefficients.
A watermark image is not directly embedded into a host
image, rather, certain coefficient pairs in the middle frequen-
cies based on the psychovisual threshold are modified with
a threshold. Furthermore, a binary watermark is scrambled
before it is embedded into the host image to achieve addi-
tional security. The human visual characteristics based on
the visual entropy and edge entropy are utilized to determine
the embedding regions. Furthermore, our scheme is evaluated
under different types of attacks such as image noise, low-
pass filter, sharpening, median filter, JPEG and JPEG2000,
and geometrical attacks like image cropping and scaling. The
experimental results demonstrate that our scheme performs
better than existing techniques in terms of SSIM and NC
values. The proposed technique also provides distorted water-
mark extraction under image-rotation attack. This issue will
be considered in a future research. The proposed scheme also
proves the superiority in terms of robustness under multiple
combinations of attacks.
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